SALVATIO
WHITEPAPER

FIND YOUR MISSING PET

A PROJECT DEDICATED TO SAVE LIVES BASED
ON THE INNOVATIONS OF THE BLOCKCHAIN
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1. BACKGROUND
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1.1 INITIAL ARGUMENT OF THE PROJECT

How many times have you witnessed such a scene? How
many people do you know who have gone through this? If
there's one thing we all agree on is that Pet is a member
of the family! Knowing this, it is easy to perceive the pain
and despair of a family that loses a loved one in this way.
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Currently, there are more than 1 billion pets in the world, of the
most varied species, although there is a predominance of dogs,
cats and birds.

Source: https://www.petsecure.com.au/pet-care/a-guide-to-worldwide-pet-ownership/
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Because it is becoming more common to have pets at home, it is
more common to have pets lost in cities.
According to the PetFinder portal (www.petfinder.com), only 10
million dogs in the United States are lost every year; 1 in 3 will get
lost at some point in your life.
In addition, many of the pets found lost on the streets end up
being taken to shelters, since there are no effective ways to
identify and communicate to the family that the pet was found.
According to the portal, 22% of dogs lost and have gone to a
shelter have been able to find their family, whereas for cats only
2% return to their homes.

1.2 THE PROBLEM:
Although everyone is now connected to some social network or
platform, there is no way to gather all the scattered information
about lost pet’s cases. Even in cases where the pet is found, it is
very difficult for it to return safely to home, as only street signs
and lost posts on social networks do not eliminate the need for a
direct contact between the pet owner and who found him,
resulting in animals being delivered to shelters or back to the
streets, and consequently decreasing their chances of finding
their home again.
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1.3 HERE COMES SALVATIO PROJECT:
Salvatio Project delights in every global effort to find missing
pets. As human beings that care for the welfare of all people
around the globe, we have always felt that our efforts can never
be enough.
Then we started thinking.
We have the power of TRON Network that continues to connect
people from all walks of life and from most corners of the globe.
On top of that, we have the power of the upcoming Decentralized
Exchanges, that provides us the freedom to fund all sorts of
different initiatives and to reward those who go above and
beyond the call of duty.
We also have the speed and the permanent record of blockchain
technology. Instead of waiting 72 hours, we can communicate
reports of missing/found pets in a matter of seconds. Every report
goes on a ledger that is the blockchain, which serves to give us a
permanent record of events.
The more people that join our ranks, the more powerful and
effective our search and rescue attempts will be. In the coming
days, weeks, and months we will continue to share our story in
more detail. We encourage you to join us now, as we will put to
use the expertise of everyone who wants to be involved. We hope
to see you on our Telegram group in just a few moments.
Many initiatives have been developed to try to solve the global
problem of disappearances, however, it does not seem to
diminish. The Salvatio Project was born as an innovative
alternative and aims to adapt in the best possible way to the
needs of the community, with the help of all of you, we hope to
build a global network of people capable and willing to help,
without any kind of discrimination of race, gender, age or social
class, Salvatio is being developed to reach everybody
everywhere, so here, nobody is excluded. Our goal is not only to
spread messages of disappearances, but to help in the search, to
provide support to families and friends and to create prevention
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programs for the community, among many other things, which
with the help of you we hope to achieve. In addition, we have
plans in the near future to design a special collar that will change
things forever.
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2. PROJECT GUIDELINES
This section is about how Salvatio Project plans to react to the global problem
of disappearances, questions like: what are we doing right now? What do we
hope to do in the future? How will we do it? They will be answered in the
next pages.

2.1 WHAT THE SALVATIO PROJECT HAS BEEN DOING SO
FAR?
Since its beginning in August 2018, the Salvatio Project has had its base of
operations in Telegram app, from where it has focused on:

1. Publicize the general idea of the project
2. Start and establish the Salvatio community with members from
around the world
3. Create a server in the Telegram and Discord chat applications
to maintain interaction with Salvatio members
4. Recruit a team to help build the internal structure of the project
5. Form a work team from among the chosen candidates
6. Consolidate the concept of the Salvatio Project and its
usefulness
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2.2 WHAT DOES THIS PROJECT PLAN TO BECOME?
Purposes:
o Assist in the intensive and complete search of missing pets
through the technology of the blockchain
o Create a global search and rescue network on a platform that
works efficiently, safely and quickly.

2.3 HOW WILL SALVATIO WORK?
In this section we will delve into what we expect to be the
official Salvatio platform, specifically the following points:
o Search system on Salvatio
o Found system
o Tracking system
o Salvatio Community Standards
o Reward system
o The Salvatio Token
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WHAT KIND OF INFORMATIONS DO YOU NEED TO FILL OUT
A REPORT ON SALVATIO?

1234567-

Pet’s Name
Age
Last Location
Photos
Special Marks
Behavior
Contact Info

Search system on Salvatio:
Now, let's clarify some points:
o When Salvatio receives a report or case of a missing pet, the
report will be registered on the TRON blockchain, which
automatically become visible to everyone within a distance radius
from the original report, or from the same city.
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o After receiving successfully the report, the platform will
proceed immediately to perform the location procedures and
notify all members within a given distance
o The case will be made public on the platform, where everyone
will be able to view the data of the missing pet, as well as the ones
of the person reporting. There will be a reward system for search,
where the person who proposed the case may place a reward for
finding or helping to find the missing pet. This system will have a
system of withholding funds, which cannot be paid until the pet
has been found (always with official and verifiable verification).
o If you filled out a report but do not have money for the reward, if
the case is real and verifiable, the Staff will proceed to publish the
case in collection mode, where people will decide whether to
contribute with the reward by donating Salvatio.
o On Salvatio, any person can make a report on the platform. The
person making the report must be within 1km radius from where
the pet disappeared (can change under other terms),
accompanying all the identification data of the pet and other
information that can help to find it whereabouts (behavior, how to
call, special marks, clothing and circumstances in which the pet
was seen for the last time, etc.).
o When the case is published, Salvatio will give the option to
publish the case on social networks (Twitter, Facebook and
Instagram), and in the corresponding section of the web page.

Found system on Salvatio:
As we know, the case has to be legitimate so, obviously, when
finding a missing pet, certain parameters must be met in order to
release the reward and place the case in "found" mode.
o The missing pet must match the information offered by the
person who reported the case. The reward will be paid when
returning the found pet to home.
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o After receiving and verifying successfully the found person
report, we will proceed immediately to perform the location
procedures and notify all members to inform that the missing pet
was found, and then closing the report.
o The person who wants to release the rewards and convert their
case from "search" to "found" must be the same person who filled
out the report and who handles the case in their account. Only the
creator of the report will be able to handle the case and rewards,
if there is any.

Collects system:
It will function primarily as a collection system for the user who
can’t place a reward in an exposed case or where, given the
circumstances of the case, the users of the platform decide to add
funds to a reward already imposed.
This system aims to create a synergy of funds in Salvatio to help in
the incentive of more people helping, through the imposition of
collections in the form of an escrow with the platform. These funds
will be destined to be released at the time of the finding, rescue
and subsequent identification of the disappeared pet described in
the case.
There will be 2 classifications for collections on the platform:
Collects for reward
Collects for support.

1. Collections for reward:
These collections will be purely for cases of total disappearance
where a reward based on the type of open case will be imposed.
There are 2 types:
1.1

Independent collections:

Those in which the user does not have funds to establish a total or
partial reward in the presented case. The community will decide,
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based on the evidence presented, how many funds will be
assigned voluntarily to the case (by their own funds).
1.2 Complementary collections:
Those in which the user has funds to establish a partial but not
substantial reward to promote a complete search of the missing
pet. The community will decide, based on the evidence
presented, how many funds will be assigned voluntarily to the
case, these being added to the initial reward imposed.

2. Collections for support:
Type of collections destined to the support and help of pets found
in precarious situations, for their transportation, medical support
or anything needed
2.1 Transportation collections:
For the cases of finding missing pets in areas far from their place
of origin. This type of collection will help in the transport /
moving of the missing pet.
2.2 Medical support collections:
Aimed at pets found with a poor health condition. Financial
support will be provided for their fast recovery.

Salvatio Community Standards:
Stay on topic. The interactions in the community must be
related to the topic of humanitarian aid for the search, rescue and
assistance of missing pets.
NO SPAM. Any act of SPAM is prohibited and will be
punishable.
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Be Kind. We want to contribute to help make the world a
safer place and the community will accept with open arms any
gesture of kindness on your part.

The Salvatio Token:
The SALVATIO TOKEN will be the official currency of the
Salvatio Platform. This currency will be used to finance published
cases, bounties and everything related to the internal economy of
Salvatio.
SALVATIO is possible thanks to the TRON platform, which is a
decentralized blockchain that uses the DPOS algorithm. But it is
much more than a simple blockchain. TRON offers developers
and investors the power to create their own smart contracts.
Smart Contracts have their own currency, which is exactly what
SALVATIO is. A token attached to the smart contract called
Salvatio. The Salvatio Platform will be a stand-alone economy that
will offer a utility backed by community-driven services
accessible through the Salvatio tokens.
The tokens will be used as community tokens to pay rewards,
used to pay for bounties and other services. In the case of those
users who cannot establish a total or partial reward, the
community can choose to donate to help pay the reward in
legitimate and verifiable cases.
The Salvatio tokens will not only be a valuable asset to invest as
TRON continues to grow. The HODLERS community can also use
them to help find missing pets by adding rewards in active cases.
Funds can also be allocated through collections to verified cases.
Because Salvatio is a Utility Token, and one that aims to help with
the location and rescue of missing pets, it will have a lot of work to
do. So before going into the details of how to acquire the Salvatio
Token, let's take a look at the vision of its usefulness as the
founder describe it.
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In The Words Of The Salvatio Founder:
The Salvatio Project is a self-contained economy and offers utility
backed by community-powered services accessed via Salvatio
tokens.
Salvatio tokens will be used as community tokens to pay rewards.
In the case of those users who cannot afford bounties by their own
accord, the community may choose to donate to escrow pools to
help pay the reward in cases proven legitimate and verifiable.
The community of token holders will also be able to use them to
help find missing pets by setting up bounties. Funds may also be
allocated through donations to verified operations to assist in
their efforts.
By all means, this is only a small offering of the many good deeds
the Salvatio Project may be able to accomplish. The work we do is
well underway but we've only just scratched the surface. As we
continue to grow in members and the momentum builds, we hope
to define our search parameters.
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